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Project aims and goals:

This is an exploratory project. The goal is to conduct an experiment amongst husbands and wives which examines the

hypothesis that spouses work harder when they hold stronger rights to the fruit of their labours.

The background is as follows: Although most African states have acknowledged the significant role played by women in

Agricultural sector, few have paid much attention to the land tenure systems which have been discriminating against

women (Meena, 1992). In recent years, land tenure reforms that emphasize joint ownership of land for husband and wives

have been implemented in few developing countries including Ethiopia. The question is whether the assignment of rights to

men or to joint have an effect on behaviour within the household. There is vast literature that explores the impact of formal

land rights on investment, agricultural productivity and women’s bargaining power (Allendorf, 2007; Newman et al., in

press). But a lack of control means that tests are often inconclusive. We intend to approach the issue in a new way, using

real-work experiments (e.g. as in Munro et al, 2013). It is worth stressing that the actual experiment will not involve

farming, but will use a real production task.

The scale of the experiment will be small: the idea is to use it as a proof of concept. If the project is a success, then we

would submit a larger bid for funding to an external research body.
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Other things to report:

A number of pilot experiments were carried out in Tokyo during the Spring of 2015. In September 2015, Alistair Munro

went to Uganda (Kampala and some villages) to conduct more pilot experiments and to conduct training with locally

recruited staff. He accompanied the staff to the field to ensure that the experimental methods were working well.

Subsequently in September 2015, Faith Masekesa also visited Uganda (Kampala and various villages outside the capital

city) and supervised the implementation of experiments in a variety of locations. As a result she was able to learn how to

conduct field work and obtain primary data in a reliable manner.  She also interviewed officials and academic researchers

in Kampala to provide background material for the research. Later in 2015, Faith Masekesa and Alistair Munro analyzed

data from experiments and households interviews conducted in Uganda. On the basis of the analysis they wrote a paper

which is to be presented at the Centre for the Study of African Economics annual conference in Oxford, UK, March 2016.

Faith Masekesa will be the presenter. At a later date, after feedback from the conference, the paper will become a GRIPS

working paper and be submitted to an academic journal. On the basis of the experiment and the initial results from pilots,

Alistair Munro was able to make an application for external research funding (kakenhi B).
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1 Masekesa/Munro Do Entitlements and Relative Wages Influence

Spouses’ Production Effort? Evidence from A

Field Experiment in Rural Uganda.

Centre for the Study of African Economies

Annual Conference 2013

2016/3/20 Oxford

University,
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Article

Academic papers (including those published in general journals)

*For collaboratively authored papers, please underline your name.

Book

*For collaboratively edited or authored books, please underline your name.

*If you are an author of a chapter in a book, please report in "Article" category.

Verbal Report

*Please report peer-reviewed academic conference papers in "Article" category.  Please report non-peer-reviewed academic conference papers "Verbal Report" category.
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